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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for taking the time to meet with us.We’d like to tell you about the goals of the Canadian Naval Technical History Association, inform you of the progress made over the past few years, and seek your assistance in going forward.This activity was initiated in the late 1980s, early 1990s by a small group of enthusiasts who were determined to record the impressive technical history associated with the Canadian Navy and in particular its impact on the Canadian Defence Industrial base. Initial participants were: Rolfe Monteith (arguably the driving force for all of this), Rear Admiral Sam Davis (Naval architect and historian), Hal Smith (naval engineer, professor, historical enthusiast),  Alec Douglas (historian), Phil Munro (naval engineer) and Rear Admiral Mike Saker, (who needs no introduction to this gathering)  Mike developed closer ties with the Directorate of History and Heritage which has been a keen supporter and sponsor of our efforts.



Outline 

• Mission, Vision 
• The CNTHA Collection 
• Oral History Project 
• Working Groups 
• Our Web Site  
• DGMEPM’s Support 
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We’d like to cover the following general areas: We have recently reaffirmed and updated our Mission, Vision and Goals. I will describe our ongoing Oral history program and our newly started Technical working groups.I will spend some time explaining the nature and extent of the collection to date.    This will include a particular focus on the excellent work of a major project with CNTHA, namely the Canadian Defence Industrial Base (CANDIB) project.We will give you a quick tour of our web site, and then outline our thoughts on how we move forward. 



CNTHA Mission  

• To capture and preserve Canada’s oral 
and written naval technical history 
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This is the CNTHA mission statement:  to capture and preserve our naval technical history.   Note that we are supported by DHHwhat are your end products – what are we trying to achieve? Our function is providing source material for future historians, researchers, students and chroniclers. The material could also help provide background for Naval needs such as speech writing, lessons learned, reports, papers, etc.We have not embarked upon writing a book (like the Naval Air community did).  For one thing, the ship story is far more diverse and it is difficult to draw boundaries around it.CNTHA comprised of about 15 people in Ottawa, Victoria and Halifax.  We are aging and have lost people.  We have found it difficult to find new members.



CNTHA’s Vision 

To document by 2015 the oral/written naval 
technical history complete up to the CPF 
Program and then make it easily accessible to 
others in order to:  
– Transfer knowledge to Naval Engineers and other 

interested persons;  
– Encourage a culture of preserving the future record; 

and 
– Preserve the legacy of Canada’s Naval Engineers. 
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We have also documented more recent programs such as MCDV and ORCA vessel builds.



CNTHA Collection 

The collection is arranged by DHH in Six “Series”: 

I Naval Technical History Project material 

II Marine/Naval Architecture Books and Magazines 

III Ship’s Technical Drawings 

IV DDH 280 Main Propulsion Proposal 

V CANDIB Oral and written Interviews 

VI Support Documentation for Sonar Paper 
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What started as a collection of various papers in a cardboard box in Phil Munro’s basement, now is over 7 linear metres of documentation in the proper care and custody of DHH.The collection comprises documents, drawings, interviews, project material.



Oral History Program 

• Conduct interviews to document the effect naval 
procurement has had on Canadian industry. 

• 37 interviews conducted to date 

• Supported by DHH 
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Started about 8 years ago.  Two members attended a course at the War Museum.Interviews conducted in Victoria area, Ottawa, Halifax.Aim to add the personal viewpoint and human touch to the archive record of official files.  Official record often missing the linkages, the differing options, the debate, the constraints, etc between official technical decisions, etc.



Other Projects 

• In 2010, CNTHA formed working groups to 
address technical developments in the following 
areas: 
o Combat Systems – led by Jim Carruthers; 
o Marine Systems – led by Peter MacGillivary 
o Naval Architecture – led by Bill Broughton; 
o Personnel –  ? 

 
• May introduce Focus groups to explore  certain 

key technical aspects 
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Combat Systems WG established several years ago.  The other two just starting.



CNTHA’s Next Steps 

• The following areas need input:  
– 205, 257 Class;  
– OSS, AORs;  
– Research & Auxiliary vessels; 
– CPF; 
– HMCS Labrador;  
– Equipment aspects (e.g. gearboxes for 205 Class, helo hauldown). 

• Continue oral interviews with the aim of:  
– Filling in missing aspects;  
– Interviewing persons from Industry;  
– Interviewing persons from other Government Departments (e.g. DDP, 

DSS, Industry Canada). 
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The job is still unfinished and more work can be done. These represent areas of specific interest to us. 



 The CNTHA Web site 

• In existence for approximately 5 years; 
• Has unique domain name “cntha.ca”; 
• Presents to visitors now or will in the future, the following 

information; 
– CNTHA Documents Collection listing; 
– Maritime Engineering Journal & CNTHA Newsletters; 
– CNTHA Oral & Written History transcripts (37 to date); 
– Research Results in the following areas; 

Design;  Build;  R & D;  Ship Classes 
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In all of these areas, there is much more to be done. For example, the only ship class to have much posted is the DDH 280s. MCDV information is now available but is not yet posted. Other features could include online forums, blogs, etc.



Why support CNTHA? 

 

• Navy's influence on Canadian industrial 
development 

• History as an information source to prevent 
making the same mistakes each generation 
(probably new mistakes will be made). 

•  Lasting record for historians and others 
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A tremendous opportunity to use the Navy’s organization’s unique strengths and skills as an excellent history “source”;The Navy has a Corporate Social Responsibility to get involved with a virtuous endeavor and noble cause;Help capture the national imagination;Show that the Navy’s technical services can leave a lasting legacy for future Naval Engineers.



How DGMEPM Can 
Support 

• DGMEPM’s encouragement to preserve 
technical documentation 

• A DGMEPM Contact for CNTHA 
• Debriefing people retiring from the Navy 
• MARE Conference mention 
• Keeping a journal/black book – why did we do 

this? 
• Fleet School presentation on the role of history 
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CNTHA brochure
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